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I. INTRODUCTIOH

_ For more than a century, wind has wrecked many bridges, particularly

suspension bridges. However, until the failure of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge

in 1940, the bridge engineer failed to realiae the importance of aerodynamic
‘

stability in designing brldges. The·underlying cause of many cf these fail·

ures, an increasing harmonic amplltude due to wind, has been ignored until ‘

recently.

After the Tay Bridge disaster in 1879, engineere began to design bridges

to withstand horizontal wind pressures. However, the lift force and over-

turning moment due to wind, which can cause failure, were overlooked in many

designs. This lift force and overturning·moment can be calculated easily

from the aerodynamie eonstants of any particular bridge section. one of our

problems in connection with this thesis was to determine the lift, drag and

moment coefficicnts of all typical bridge sections by a series of wind-‘
tunnel tests. The aerodynamic characteristics of any bridge section can be

calculated then without an elaborate test on a large scale model of each new
X

bridge design. Data supplied fro these teste can also be used to check

anchorage details on existing bridges for safety against uplift, sliding and

. overturning.

Many bridges used today are aerodynamieally unstable, 1.e., they are

capable of building up cumulative oscillations due to wind. However, by the

use of cable stays and other damping devices, these aerodynamlc oscillations

g have been checked. Three brldges that have recently required cable stays

arc the Thousand Islands Bridge, crossing the St. Lawrence River, the Deer

Isle•Sedgwick Bridge in Maine and the Bronx·Ihitestone Bridge in New York.

The sc1ent1f1c way of attacking the problem is tc eliminate the cause,
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by selecting an aerodynnmically stable section for the design, instead ef

trying tc remedy the effect„ We have attempted to find stable bridge sections

and other modified sections, which minimize the aerodynamic effect, By using
an

a stable section in his design, the bridge engineer can be assured of sn

aerodynamically stable bridgeo
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II. _B_E__[I__q gg LITKHATURE

V A. History

Although many failure! are obseurely tusked away in engineering liter-

'ature, the destruotien of blldßßl by wind has a history that is interesting ‘

and informative. The bridge engineer wae not fully awakened to the preble

until the dramatic failure ef the Taeoma Narrow! Bridge. Then the engineer

began to eoneider the signifieanee of aerodynamie stability in the design of

bridge!.

1

The first suspension brldges were light, flexible struetures, designed

with no eoneideration of the f0!||I due to wind. Instead of being like the

massive bfidßßl ef today, eapable of earrying heavy ÜPRGXI and train!. they

were werely light foetbridgee. The Dryburgh Abbey Bridge. aeroee the Tweed

in Seotland, wae a footbridge of this type. It wa! built in 1817 and wa!

speotaeularly destroyed a few HORÜHI later by a gale.(28)

Three years later in Berwiek, England, the flret highway suepesion

bridge was built, only to be deetreyed by wind within eix •onthe.(28) In

1825, the Ienai Stllltl Suspension Bridge was built in Ialee. Seetland. with

b a epan of 550 feet, 100 feet longer than the Berwiek Bridge. Beperte of
this,

bridge show that it! aetien in a streg wdnd in 1825 wa! similar to that lat-

er te be experieneed by the Taeema larrewe Bldge. Again in 1856, it wa!

slightly danaged by wind. Later, in 1859, the readway wa! enpletely destroyed

by a hurriean•.(16)(28)

The year 1855 saw the Brighton Bridge severely danaged by wind. After ~

the bridge had been repaired it wae enpletely wreeked by wind in 1856. Ih!

wave HOÜÄOBI and final eollapee were reeorded by Iklblhll ef an eyewitneee.
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These sketches were similar to the pictures of the failure of the Tacoma
„ (16>(2a> , . . . .nridge„ The hontrose Bridge in Scotland failed in 1838 due to a

(l6)(28)strong wind, but the descriptions of its undulations were not clear.

The last notable European suspeneion bridge failure due to wind, occurved
c . . (es)
in 1852 when the Roche Bernard Bridge in France was destroyed. Although

not a suspension bridge, the Tay Bridge in Scotland failed in 1879 due to
‘ 27insufficient consideretion of wind pressure in its design.( )

However, these costly failures were not completely ignored; for in

1841, John Scott Russell, vice president of the Royal Scottish Society of

Arts, published a paper, ”0n the Vibrations of Suspension Bridwes and Other

Structures, and the Means of Preventing Injury from this Cau;e”. He showed

that his investigations and predictions on the general nature of destructive
(24)

vibratiens were confirmed by the Brighton Failure. The Tsy failure

initiated studies of wind rressures on exposed surfaces. After this failure,
27engineers begen to design bridges to withstand horizontal wind pressures.(

)

In this country, suspension bridges were experiencing sinilar diffi-

culties. The father of the modern suspension bridge was James Finley, who

erected his first bridge in 1801 on the turnpike between Uniontown and
U

Greensburg, Pennsylvania. His bridges contained strong, well stiffened

side railings, a feature overlooked by early British designers„ Consequently,

none of Finley's bridges failed by wind„(lö)

However, other bridges did not fare as well. The Wheeling, Wo Vao,

Suspension Bridge, a 1000 foot span over the Ohio River, failed in 1854 due

to wind„ The description of the failure, like that of the Brighton Bridge,
(16)(24)was similar to the description of the Tacoma failuree
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"... it rose to nearly the height of the tower, then tell,
and twisted and wrlthed... Lt last there seemed to be a de-
tenained twict along the entire span, about one-half of the
flooring being nearly reverccd, and down cent the inmense
structure from its dissy height to the stream below.„„"

The Wheeling Intclligenoer (25)

The Lewistcn-Queencton Suspension Bridge over the Niagara River was

nearly destroyed in 1855, but under·floor ctays were added which elinlnatcd

ampljfying oscillatione due to wind. However, in 1864, when the stay: were

left tenporarily disconnectcd, wind sent the deck plunging into the gorge.(28)

In 1889, the firet Niagara·C1lfton Bridge at Niagara Fall: failed due to

wind„ Since this dlcaeter occurred at night, no description of the failure

is avai1ab1e„(28) I
Realiaing the nececsity of adequate protection agalnet wind, John A.

Roebling designed his bridge: with etiffcning trusses and cable stay:.

Roebling lncorporated these features into hle Niagara Bridge, the Monongahela

Bridge at Plttcburgh, the Ohio River Bridge at Cincinnati and his famous
”

Brooklyn Bridge, which ea: completed in 1883 by hi: eon„(24)(26)‘z8) None

of Roebl1ng's brldges failed, which showed that euspension bridge: could be
I

built to withstand wind and heavy traffic.

The increase in dcpths of stlffening trucees reached a maximum in the

design of the Willlaneburg Bridge, built in 1903.(16)(2B) After that bridge:

were designed by the new ”defleetion theory".(2l) The first bridge to be de-

signed by thi: theory eas the Manhattan Bridge in l909.(16) In subsequent
A

bridgee, trusses were made shallover and towere, more slender and flexiblee ,

Flnally, about 1930, ctlffenlng trusses were replaced by plate girder: inl
. many bridges.(l6)(28)
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In 1938, the Deer Isle-Sedgwick (laine) Bridge, the Thousand Ielands

Bridge and the Bronx·Ihiteetcne Bridge experienced slight undulations due

to wind, However, these vibratione were checked by cable stays,(l’(2’(6)(3o)

Then on November 7, 1940, the entire engineering profeeslon eas awakened by

the dramatic failure of the Tacoma Narrowe Bridge in a 42—m1le wind. A
The Tacoma Bridge had a main span of 2800 feet, the third longest in

the world, etretching acroee Puget Sound. Its 39 foot width and eight foot

girder depth gave it the slenderest proportione of any modern bridge. ur·

ing construction, it had exhibited slight undulatione, Knowing that this

bridge wae slimmer than those girder·stiffened bridgee which had already

been troubled with vibrations, the deeigners began to inveetigate remedial

measures, Wind tunnel teets on a ecale model of the bridge eere made at the

University of Waehington, and, as a reeult, a eyetem of check stays and

brakee eere incorporated into

theHowever,after the bridge eas opened to traffic, it was eubjeeted to

periods of vibrating motion, Uhlike previous cases in the 19th Century, a

much more accurate record of its behavior has been preeerved, The bridge

was under almost constant obcervation by engineers seeking preventative

meaeureet Then, while the engineere were debatlng the method of preventing

the ocoillatione, the bridge'e behavior became even worse, so that it wae

necessary to stop all traffic from croseing the span. A few hours later,

the bridge developed a vlolent toreional motion which caused the fai1ure.(42)

The eonseneue of thoee inveetlgating the failure was that the failure
l

was eaueed by a high slendernese ratio and unknown aerodynamic characteris-

tice of the eection, A bridge which had been designed to withetand a static

wind of 100 miles per hour failed during a wind of 42 mile: per hour.<42)
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The failure of the Tacoma Bridge released a flood of literature,
Where previous failures had been hasily recorded and forgotten, thie epee-
taeular failure was publicized in newspaper•,_engineering publications and
motion picturee, It brought forth the old failures, new theoriea, edito-
rials and, above all, the need for research on the subject,

B, Terminology Used

K _ A body immereed in a fluid of unifona veloeity ie subjected to a re-
sultant force which depends on the relative velocity between the body and
the fluid, This force is usually resolved into two coponsnts: drag, in
the direction of the flow, and lift, perpendicular to the direction of the
flow.(8)(l8) Since this force does not neeessarily act at the center cf

. the body, a torque, or overturning noment,i• also introduced,(l8)
It can be shown by either experiment or dimensional analysis that the

lift, drag and torque san be expressed by the following equatione, familiar

in aercdynamic and hydrodynamic literature:

‘ Drag ¤ CD g V2A
' Torque = Cl_§ V2A•

where, CL, CD and dl are dimeneionless coefficlente de-
pending upon the shape of the crose-section,

A is the area of the deck (center to center of

girders),
c is the chord, or width of section,

ggf is the dynamic pressure,
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(o ls the density of the air,

V is the velocity of the airx
(8)(l8)

In addition to knowing the magzitude and direction of the resultant

force, it is necessary to know the position of this resultante The loca-

tlon of the resultant on the chord is known es the center of pressuree It

is customary to express the distance from the center of the section to the

center of pressure as a percentage of the chord. This percentage is termed

eccentrieity (e) and is found by divlding the slope of the torque curve (st)

by the slope of the lift curve (s)„ sxnce GH and CL , st/s =

°¤ c P
-5 7 <16><¤6»

-61-:
•

-ä--°L == e , where C.,P„ is the distance to the center of pressure.

It can also be shown that the reeultant force is dependent upon the

angls cf attack. The angle of attack is the angle between the relative

wind and the chord of the section.

R
L -

‘ DChordt-~G„P„~——-1 ;
/'/7 n-s-www„.

Angle of attack (+ if upward)

The ratio of the span length to the width of the section (chord) is

called the aspect ratio. lfodels of the suse croes··section but without the

same aspect ratlos will give different results, due to end effects, when

tested. In this experiment, end plates on the model preeerved two-dimensicn-

al flow, giving an Infinite aspect raticenß)

To show the relation of the model to its prototype, the depth of the
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girder and the width of the section, center to center of girders, have

been expressed as a section ratio, d/bo
I

C, Aerostetic Stsbility

The aerostatic problem is an elementary onee A bridge that is safe a
l

from sliding, uplifting and overturning in the wind ie aerostatically stable;

Earlier engineere were awakened to the importance cf considering static
_ horizontal wind pressure after the Tay Bridge disaeter; However, little or

no attention was given to the vertical component, lift; Even at small angles

of attack, this vertical component can greatly exceed the horizontal come

ponent, drag, The overturning moment created by this uplift force caused

the failure of the Chester (Illinois) Bridge in l944;(27}

D, Aerodynamic Stability a

_ l„ Generale(ll)(20)(39) Certain sections ¤ such as, a halfaround bar,

with its flat face toward the wind, orla vertical plate, facing the wind ¤

when mounted on springe oscillate traneversely to the wind with increasing

amplitudes„ These same sections when mounted as pin·wheels facing the wind

acquire an aceelerated spin opposite to the spin of the fan producing the

wind, Such sections are aerodnamically unstable;

On the other hand, a horizontal plate, with an edge toward the wind,

and a half=round bar, facing the wind, are aerodynamically stahleo When

mounted on springe in a horizontal wind, these sections are not subject to

amplifying oscillations, and when mounted ae pin—wheels, will rotate in the

direction of the fane
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2, Den Hartoge Integretaticn g_f_ Vertical Stab1l1ty„(11) The force
Äexerted by the wind is reeolved into two components: (1) Lift, L, perpen-
dicular to the wind, and (2) Drag, D, in the direction of the wind.

—

L
D

‘
ywxna

The total vertical foree exerted by the wind ie

F ~ L coe0(+ D sinO<„

However, we are primarily intereeted in (variation of upward

force with angle ofattack). The criterion for dynamic stability ie: »

ää- < O (unstable)

· gb-} > o (neun) ‘

¥;=-äicoeü··Lein¤<¤=

einu (-L + dD) + coe0< (dL + D)( H?) (H )
Since the angle of attack,°< , le a small angle,

dF„__ dLH€~ E * D

. 4}, (D ( O unstable

+ D > O etable

"A eection ie dynemically unstable lf the neytive elope of the lift

curve ie greater than the crdinate of the drag curve„" (12)
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5. Stoinman's Interpretation. Dr. D. B. Stoinman has expanded and

applied the theoretical work of Den Hartog and othere to bridge eectlone.

Dr. 8teln¤an'e ork on aerodynamie oecillationa of bridgee hae appearod in
many engineering publications and has brought forth auch discussion, pro

and eon. The baeie principles of his theories are presented in this eeetion.(29I
Let ue vieualize an H·seetion during a vertical oseillation. Downward

motion of this section in a horizontal wtnd will produoe a rolatively upeard

inclined wind R. If the resultant force exerted by the wind ie up, the cee-
tion is stable, because the wind tendz to restore the bridge to ite equ1lib·

rium poeition. Hoover, if the force is downward, it tends to amplify the

oecillatione; and, henee, the eeetion ie unstable.

I position 1I I equilibrlum v
position „„ TR), 6 ,/‘ I

cg: -vI IV—~—_T —_———m1* I I I I gg ·/v v _ —
F1 F2 V

Fl stable { u} -l unstable
F2 unetable fw +l‘etable

Vertical Oscillation Torelonal Oseillation

The same roaeoning appliee to toreional oeeillations. Let ue look at

the oseillating eection when the edge neareet the wind is descending below

ite equilibrlum poeition. If there ie no wind, the leading edge will ex·

perlenee wind from below. This relative velceity, ·v, ccmbined with a hor-

izontal wind, V, givee a reeultant wind, R, from below. If the moment caused

by thin wind ie eloekwiee, the eeetion ie stable; for the wind tende to

restore it to ite equilibrim position. A counter—clockw1ee ament indicatee
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an unstable sections
~

Because the section has width, another factor must be taken into ac-

count‘during oscillation; that is, the effect of phase difference across

the sections The total phase difference across the section is represented

by V/Nb (non-dimensional); where,

V -• velocity of the wind,

N·- frequency of the harmonio oscillation,

b • width of the sections

For studying the effect of different wind veloc1ties, the velocity

ratio (V/Nb) is used in conjunotion with the criterion for stabilityo The

potential behavior of the section during any particular wind can be deter»

mined from euch a graphs Fige A,

Due to the phase~difference effect, any section which is basically

stable or unstable may possess a series of ranges of V/Nb at which the sec-

tion is aerodynamically unstable, However, for unstable sections there is

an upper critical range (Vb/Nb) that is unlimitedo This is known as the

eataetrophic range, for the section is violently unstable in this ranges

On the other hand, a basically stable section will be aerodynamdcally

stable beyond this critical point (V?/Nb-+-infinity)„

The Income Narrows Bridge was vertically stable but torsionally un-

stable, It had a series of critical ranges for vertical instability but

no catastrophic range; however, in addition to a series of critical ranges

for torsional instability, it also had a catastrophic ranges (This tor- ·

sional instability, combined with a high slenderness ratio, caused the

failures)

If the relatively inclined wind causes a dominant uplift on the
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1 1 11A14 cE1 '3 CR 2¤d CR 1 Upp1‘" 1 1 1 gi 1T:i°I
1 1 11 1 1 1 11 u•u·¤ph1¤)1 1 11 1 1 *1 1

K~ V Nb
1

VP/Nb
stability

Critical Ranges tor an Unstable Secti0u„

iastability 1
V

stability

Critical Ranges for a Stable Secticng
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deecending section beyond the area shielded by the leading edge, the sec-

tion is vertically stable„ At high wind velocities (beyond Vb/Nb) the

wind will reach the area of dominant uplift pressure while the section is

mving downwarde For this reason, the section remains stable in the high (

velocity range, However, if the wind velocity is lowered, it will reach

the area of dominant uplift pressure when the section is moving up, Thus,

the upward motion is amplified, and the section will be unstable in this

first critical rangee As the wind velocity is lowered further,the cycle

repeats itself, explaining the second, third and fourth critical rangese

For torsional oscillations, the explanation of instability ranges for

a stable section at low wind velocities is anelegous to that for vertical

oecillations„ However, the effective angle of attack is now made up of

two parts: (1) the part due to the angular position of the section, and
(2) the part due to the angular velocity of the sectione

In the preceding cases the stability or instability of a section is

detenmined by the time it takes the wind to traverse the section (V/Nb)„

High wind velocities, V, and low frequencies, N, are therefore equivalent

in effect„ Consequently, a stationary model (N- O) in an air stream is A
equivalent to an oscillating model with an infinite wind velocity, Hsnce,

a section found to be 'stab1e' from a wind·tunnel test on a stationary
I

model will be aerodynamically stable at high wind velocitieso Similarly,

en"unstable” section will be serodynamically unstable at high wind velocitiee

(catestrophic renge)„

Therefore, the "stabil1ty" or ”instability” ss indicated by lift and

torque graphs from simple model tests corresponds identically to the sta=

bility or instability of oscillating sections st high wind velocitiea, ’
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”A positive slope denctee stgbilggg and a negative
elope denotee instabilijgg and the steepnesa of the

pslcpe determines the degree of etability cr instability0” (36)

40 Dunn°e Inte;pr•tetion„(43)

”The eo·ca1led aerodynamic stability of the struce
ture depends on the slope of the lift coefficient curvee
0„„the slope is positive for all angles of attack0 This.m•ans stability or positive aerodynamic denping for ver~
tical o•cil1atione0"

This agrees with the tvo theories advanced above for vertical oscilla«

tions0 But the following statement for torsional oscillations is in exact

opposition to that set forth by Dre Steinman:
”An unstable moment means that the position of the

resultant force ie euch es to tend to rotste the section
in the direction of the increasing angle of attacko (In-
crease here refers only to magnitude and may be either
positive or negat1veO)'

The material quoted below is taken from s letter by Dr„ Ste1n¤en(5g)
t

discueeing the statments made by Dunne

_ ”I
believe that the ngggtgve 2lgpe_g; the torgueTM-

significanoe of the wind·tunnel graph has been missed '
by the authors of the report; in fact they have re-
versed the interpr•tation„ 0„0Tb say; ae the report
doeeo that the torque graph of the Thcona section rep-
resente toreional stability is obviously inconeietent
with the known behavior of the structure0'

0 . Io Small Scale lbdel Tests

lest of the literature revieeed seems to indioate that wind·t¤nnel
t

tests on small scale models are sufficient to obtain the aerodynamic char¤

’ aeterietics of any particular bridge section0 T

Professor Farquhareonfl
) at the conelusion of research to find a
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stable section in the redesign of the Tacoma Narrcws Bridge, states that the
. greater part of his research for a stable section was carried cut on section

models, but the behavior of several of the most promising sections was con-

firmed on a full model.

For support of the contention that small scale models will answer most

af the questions, two statements of Dr„ Steinman and one of H. A. Thomas are

quoted belowo

”For an accurate calculation of the overturning
moments, the aerodynamic constants of the section are
required. These can be easily and quickly obtained in
a simple wind·tunn•l test on a section model, to deter·
anne the coefficients of drag, lift and torqu•„" (27)

'The aerodynsmic stability or instability of bridge
sections ie entirely prediotable, both in direction·and
intensity, for all wind velocities and for any angle of
attack, without elaborate, costly and time-consuming
tests on large-scale models of complete structures, All
that is needed is a simple test, requiring only a few
minutes of time, on an elementsry, small-scale model of
the cross—sect1en„

”Ior the most accurate determination of the aerody—
namic characteristics, a simple pressure·distribut1on
measurement is made. The section model may be only a
few inches in dimension, and the test can be made in a
miniature wind-tunnel„¤.

'In the absence of such pressure·distr1bution curves
for a given section, almost identical results may be ob-
tained from the lift and torque graphs of the elementaryA section model held stationary at varying angles of insi-dence in s w1nd—tunnel.' (55)

"Censideration of the aerodynamic principles involved
~ in the Tacoma Bridge disaster requires knowledge of the

values of lift and torque coefficients, which can be ob-
tained by model•„” (40)
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F. Previous Test Results

Wind tests on bridge section mdels have been made by Thomas,(4O)¤.„...,‘°* ¤...‘“* ........„<=“*
The tests made by Thomas were on a sall I-beam shaped model with a

‘d/b ratio of approxlmately 0.25. Results showed this section to be unstable
torsionally for all angles of attack and stable vertically except in the
range from -2° to +2°.

Bowers ran tests on a cross-section representing the Tecoms Bridge and
on certain modifications of this section. Aerodynamic vertical instability
was found to exist from —2Q° to +4Qp for the original cross—sect1on. Other
models of the same section with fairings, shields and perforated webs were
tested. These showed a positive slope of the lift curve, indicating stabil-
ity, for all angles of attack. Terque and drag curves for these sections
were nissing.

Tests made at GALCIT* and the University of Washington were discussed
by Br. Dunn in his report. Tec deck truss models were investigated at
ALCIT. The first model corresponded to an actual floor width of 55 feet

and depth of 20 feet. The second correeponded to a floor width of 39 feet
and depth of 24 feet. Both models exhibited positive aerodynamic damping,
or vertical stability.

The lift, drag and moment coefficients were obtained for a section
model of the Tecoma Bridge, es built, at GALCIT. Then the effects of
streamlining and increasing the girder depth were determined. The slopes
ef the lift curves, for the original and streamlined sections, were positive

*Guggenhe1m Aeronautical Laboratory, California Institute of Technology.
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for all angles of attack. However, when the girder depth was increased,

the slope changed to negative in the range of —lO° to +lO°. As expected,

streamlining decreased the drag; ehereas, increaeing the girder depth in-

creased the drag. The slopes of the moment curves were negative from —lO°

to +lO° for all cases except the streamlined section. The streamlined

section showed a positive slope for all angles of attack.

There was a good correlation between the lift curves for the streamp

lined section obtained at the University of Washington and GALCIT. On the

other hand, the lift curve for the model of the Tacoma Bridge obtained at

the University of Washington showed unstable characteristics at small

angles of attack. However, this may have been due to the fact that the

model in the Washington tunnel had an aspect ratio of four; whereas, the

GALCIT model had an aspect ratio of 9.5.

Pressure—distribution tests were run on two different H-sections in a

miniature wind—tunnel by Prof. Hunter House at the Iowa Hydraulics Institute,

University of Iowa. For an angle of attack of +5° the resultant preesure

was upward and to the right of the center line for a d/b -·O.l6, showing

vertical stability and torsienal instability. Lt the same angle of attack

on a section of d/b ¤=O.33 the resultant pressure was doenward and to the

left of the center line denoting both torsional and vertical instability.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

AO Object of Investigation

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the aerodynamic

characterietics of typical bridge sections, and to determine the shape

and proportions of cross sections that will yield assured aerodynamic

stability, both torsioally and vertically, for all anglee of atteckeI
"This information will enable engineers to predict, prescribe, and

I
design, in full confidence and knowledge."(34)

B. Plan of Investigation ,

The plan followed in conducting this investigation was divided into

two parts, as followe= (l) to determdne the lift, drag and torque graphs

„ for stetionary models held in the air stram at various anglee of attack;

(2) to verify the results of the static w1nd·tunnel tests by measuring

the pressure distribution across the deck of several of the typical

e bridge models held in the air streame
‘ The following sections were tested:

(I) Girder M-Sections with d/b verying from O to 0,35e

(2) Deck Girder sections with d/b varying from O to O„35°

(3) Truee sections with deck at mid-height and deck truse

sections„

(4) Special sections to determine the effect of fine,

slots, grid deck and combinatione of fine and slotee
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C, Apparatus and Materials

l, The models used in these tests were ccnstructed of a brass deck
I

and detachable aluminum girders, A typical H-section model, as shown

in Fig, 1, was twelve inches long and six inches wide, A11 models

were twelve inches long; but the width varied, depending upon the shape

and proportions of the cross section, Elliptical end platae were used
„ to preserve two·d1mensional flow, 1,e., to give an aspect retion equal ‘

to infinity, .
I

2, The Virginia Polytechnic Institute W1nd—Tunnal(23) was used

in conducting all the tests, This tunnel ie a horizontal single return

type with a three=foot circular open test section, Its 35 horsepower,

D, C, motor is capable of producing wlnd velocitiee ranging up to 150

m. p, h, A four component type balance system measures the lift, drag

and torque with a possible scale-reading accuracy of l/100 of a pound,
30 The dynamic pressure was measured in inches of water on a m1cro=

manometer, This manometer was connected by a rubber tube to a total

head tube inside the tunnel, The total head tube was calibrated against‘a
pitot•stat1c tube located In the tunnel throat, with no obstruction ‘

present in the air stream, The pitot-static tube was not used because

the prcximity of the model apparently affected the readings,

4, The models were held in the air stream by means of a 5' x 5'

·a1uminum frame and one inch streamlined struts. (F1g._1) A top andU
bottom floor system of wood was smployed to prevent downwash or upwaeh

from striking the frame,
5, The angle·change mechaniam, used in obtaining the drag, lift

and torque curves, consists of a vertical pointer attached to a hor1=
‘
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sontal angular scale. This mechanism is shown in Fig. l.
l i

6. The multiple manometer (Fig._2), used to obtain pressure

readings across the section, was constructed in the V. P. I. Applied

Mechanics Dept. Machine Shop. Essentially, the manometer consists of•
a bank of glass tubing connected by rubber tube: to a resevoir filled

_ ·with distilled water. Rubber tubing connect: pressure points on the ’

model with the glass tubes.
' 7. The angle—change mechanism used in the pressure tests consists

of a stationary pointer which indicates the angle of attack on a l4"

diameter, circular protractor.

D. Method of Procedure

. 1. Static Wind-Tunnel T22}:. .
a. Determination of tare. In order to determine the tare of the

frame, struts, and end platss, the model was held in place by an upright
not connected to the frame. This setup gives the same type of flow

pattern around the system that would actually occur during testing.

Then, as the angle of attack was changed, a tare reading was taken for

moment, lift and drag.
l

l
b. Dynamic pressure. A dynamic pressure (FV2/2) of 3.5" of water

was used in all static wind-tunnel tests. Holding the dynamic pressure

constant eliminated errors dus to changes in the density and temperature sl
· of the air.

c. Synnetrical models. The model was held stationary in the air
stream by means of the frame shown in Fig. lt From an initial angle of
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attack of + 120, the model was rotated at two degree increments to · 14o.
This range of angle of attack was chosen due to a slight inclination of
the air stream (approximately — 1.8o). At each setting, readings were
taken from the four scales in the pit to determine the lift, drag and
torque.

d. Unsymmetrical models. For models with unsymmetrical cross sec-
tions (deck girder, deck truss, etc.), it was necessary to repeat the
test described above with the model inverted. The two curves obtained
were used to correct for the angle of inclination of the air stream„

2. Pressure Distribution Tggjg.
a. Dynamic pressure. The dynamic pressure of the air stream for this

series of tests was held constantat Z" of water.

b. Symmetrical models. The model for pressure distribution tests,
similar to that used in the static tests, was built with eleven equally
spaced static pressure holes across the deck. These holes were connected

by tubing to the multiple manometer. First, the model was rigidly sus-
pended in the air stream, while pressure readings were taken from the
multiple manometer for the top side of the deck. Since we were interest-
ed in the resultant pressure on the deck, it was necessary to repeat the
test with the model inverted for the pressure on the bottom face. All
models used in the pressure distribution tests were inclined - l.8° with
the horizontal, to cwrrect for airstream inclination, for the zero angle
of attack. Then the model was rotated from + 12° to - l2°, at four degree

increments.

c. Unsymmetrieal models. The only unsymmetrical model used in this
series of pressure tests was the deck girder section. Here it was nec-
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essary to find the pressure on the top and bottom faces of the deck girder

section, and the pressure cn the top and bottom faces of the corresponding

through girder section. This procedure was followed so that the curves
could be corrected for an error which might arise from a slight inclination
of the airstream.

E. Data and Results

° After the lift, drug and moment were found from the tests, the corre-
sponding coefficients were calculated and plotted against angle of attack.

Due to the slight inclination of the airstream, the curves for symmetrioal

sections did not pass through the origin. Therefore, it was necessary to

correct the curves to the origin.

This ccrrection for symmetrical sections was made graphically as
follows:

(1) Traced the curve and axes as shown from the actual tests.
(2) Rotated tracing paper l80° an matohed traced curve with

actual curve.

(3) Truced the actual eurve and axes.

. (4) The mean of the two traced ourves and axes was taken as

the corrected values.

The procedure for correcting the curves of unsymmetrioal sections was
‘ as follows: _

(1) Traced the curve and axes as shown for the section from the

actual test.
(

(2) Rotated tracing paper l80° and matched traced curve with ac-

tual curve for the inverted section.
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(3) Traced the inverted curve and axes on the tracing paper.
(4) The mean of the two traced curves and axes was taken as the

corrected value.

For the pressure tests, the difference in pressure between the top
and bottom faces was calculated. This result divided by the dynamic pres-
sure of the airstream (three inches of water), yielded the non-dimensional
value.AP/6VZ/2, which was plotted against position. To correct the curves
for dissymmetry and error of the airstream, the procedure described above
was followed.

The results of this investigation are presented in the following
graphs.

·
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IV. DISCUSSION Q§_RESULTS ‘

é A. Effect of Reynolds' Number

To see whether the aerodynamic characteristics for the model and protc- -

type are the same, e curve has been plotted showing the effect of varying

Reynolds' Number on CD. (Fig. 5) Since this curve is essentially a straight

line (especially at high values of Reyno1ds‘ Number, where most of the

tests were conducted), the scale effect between the model and prototype can
· be neglected.

(
I B. Static Wind-Tunnel Tests

·
Girder N-sections. The simplest type of cross section used in sus- ·

pension bridge design is a girder-stiffened H—eection. The results of the

static wind-tunnel tests on B-sections are shown in Figs. 4a, 4b and 4e.

H-sections with d/b = 0.05 show a positive slope on the torque graph
‘

_ (Flgs 4) in the range of +5° to -50; and henee are torslonally stable in
U

_ this region. However, as the girder depth is inereased, the slope changes

from positive to negative as seen by the section of d/b ¤ 0.08. By inter-
'

polation, the section with a serc slope, termed neutral section, has a e

a/u = 0.0vs. · N
For H-eectlons with d/b > 0,075, the slopes of all torqae curves are h

negative; indicating aerodynamic lnstability. The H·sect1on with d/b = 0„20,

corresponding closely to the cross section of the Tacoma Iarrows Bridge, ·

shows definlte torslcnal instability as previouely stated. Failure of

this section has been attributed to the tcrsional inetability.(29) V
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All sections with d/b < 0.24 show vertical stability for all ranges,

except the sections of d/b = 0.20, 0.22 and 0.24 in the range of -40 to ·6°

and +4° to +60. (Fig. 4b) The neutral section for vertical stability has

a d/b = 0.25. As the girder depth is increased past d/b ¤ 0.25, the sec-

tions become unstable for small angles of attack. These results show that

the Tacoma Harrows Bridge was vertically stable, except for angles of at-

— tack between 60 and 8°, which agrees with the results of the investigation

of the failure.

I As would be expected, the drag inoreases as the girder depth inereases.

(Fig. 4c)

Since the elope of the lift and torque graphs provide a criterion for

the degree of stability, it is interesting to see how these slopes change

as the d/b ratio is increased. Fig. 5 shows the slopes of the torque and

I lift curves, for a l° increment at 0°, plotted against d/b. These ourves
4

_ also indicate the ranges of d/b for torsional and vertical stability.

The location of the position of the resultant force on the section °

also provides a measure of stability. .If the resultant aots to the left

of the center line and up, the section is vertically and torsionally sta-

ble; lf it acts to the right and up, the section is vertically stable and

Ig torsionally unstable; if it acts to the left and down, the section is tor-
sionally and vertioally unstable. The eccentricity, or location of the _

resultant with respect to the center line, is plotted against d/b in Fig. 6.

I Deck Girdcr Section. If the deck cf the bridge is shifted to the top

of the girders, a deck girder section is formed. The results of the tests

on these sections are shown in Fige. 7a, 7b and 7o.

. I The torque graph for the section of d/b ~ 0.05 is positive from -4°
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to +8°. The graph: for all other sections show torsional stability in the
(

range from -l2° to an angle varying from -60 to 0° and instability for all
l

positive engles of attack. (Fig. 7a}

In Fig. 7b, showing lift curves for these sections, we see a similarity

to the behavior of the corresponding H-section. For d/b < 0.25, the sections

are vertically stable over almost the entire range of ~l2° to +12°, while

for d/b > 0.25, the sections are unstable for low angles of attack. Since

the section is unsymetrical, the curves are unsymmetrical and do not pass
(

through the origine

The drag coefficient again inereases as the girder depth increases. (

(Fig. 7o)

Truss H·sections. Fig:. Ba, Bb and 8c show the results of tests on

typical H-sections of various chord and web proportions. From the slopes

of the torque and lift curves, we see that all of these sections are stable

torsionally from -70 to +7o, and are stable vertically over the entire range

from -120 to +120.

The drag coefficient increase: as the area of the truss exposed

tothewind inereases. (Fig. Bs)

Deck Truss seetlons. In Fig:. 9a, 9b and 9c, the torque, lift and

drag curves are shown for the deck truss sections. The effect of shifting

the deck of the bridge to the top of the trusses cause: the torque curves

(Fig. 9a) to change slope at approximately -6° and +6°. In the range of

+6° and -60, these sections are torsionally stable. The section with d/b

¤ 0.50, the chords = d/7.5 and web: = d/15 is unstable torsionally over most

of the range within •12° and +12O,

The slopes of the lift curves remain positive, except at approxlmately
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+100, where the slcpes change from positive to negative.

As anticipated the drag curves are not symmetrical with respect to 0°,

due to the dissymmetry of the cross section. However, the drag increases

as the area exposed to the wind increases.

Double H-sections. The double H-sections were tested with the expec-

tation of improving torsional instability of vertically stable single H-sec-

_ tions.

The torque curves for the double H·section of d/b = 0.10 are shown in

Fig. 10a. This section was vertically stable when used as a single H—sec-
(

tion, However, it is torsionally stable between -4o and +40 and unstable

outside this range when used as a double H·section, which is a slight

improvement over the torsional properties of the single H—section. To

show the effect of changing the opening between sections, gaps equal to

half the deck width and full deck width were tried. Results show that

the width of the gap does not appreciably change the aerodynamic charac-

teristics of this section.

Although the single H-section of d/b = 0.15 is vertically stable,
" this section when used in tandem shows torsional instability. Howeter,

the effect of increaslng the width of the gap for this section tends to .

make the section neutral. (Fig. 10b)

vS1m1larly, the double H-section of d/b ¤ 0.20 is torsionally unstable _
(Fig. 10c). while the single section is vertically stable.

The lift curves for these double H—sections in Figw. 10d, l0• and l0f U
show vertical stability.

Increasing the gap, slightly decreases the drag, as shown in Fig. 10g.

A wide gap allows passage of air with less turbulence than a narrow gap.
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This decrease in turbulence accounts for the decrease in drag as the width

of the gap increaees.

A H-sections with Finne For H—sectione with outside fine, which might

represent cantilever sidewalks or roadwaye, Fig:. lla, 11b, 1lc, lld and

lle show the static torque, lift and drag curves.

Fig. lla shows the effect of increaeing the fine for a section of d/b

= 0.15. For this section, we see that increasing the fine increases tor- _

Isional stability. For a section ratio of d/b = 0.50 (Fig. llb), the

slopes of the torque curves also change from negative to positive (except

in the range near zero), as the fine increase.

The slope of the lift curves for d/b = 0.15 (Fig. llc) doe: not ,

change materially in the range from -6° to +6o. .Outside this range, the

influence of the fine increases vertical stability. For the section ratio

of 0.50 (Fig. lld), we see that the fine increase the stability exceptinthe

range from —5° to +5°, where the fine increase lnstabllity.

As shown in Fig. lle, increasing the width of the fine decreaees the

drag coefflcient, except for the section with d/b ¤ 0.50 and c/d ¤ 1.0 I

in the range of —2° to + 2°. In this range, the drag coefficient increases

ae the width of the fine increases.
A

By adding fine whose width equals the depth of the girder on a H—sec·
‘

tion of d/b ¤ 0.50, we change a toreionally and vertically unstable section

to one that ie both toreionally and vertically stable, except for a limited

range near O°. (Fig:. 12a and 12b) Similarly, a section with d/b = 0.15

and c/d ¤ 1.0 has vertical and torsicnal stabillty over the entire range

from +12o tc -12°.

H-section with Center Slot. The H•eectione (d/b é 0.50) with an open
”
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slot in the center of the roadway yielded the results shown in Figs. 13a,

13b and 136.

By observing the torque curves shown in Fig. 13a, we see that the

influence of increaeing the center slot increases torsional instability.

This might be explained by the fact that increasing the slot also increases

the lever arm of the resultant uplift pressure.

From Fig. 13b, we see that vertical stability increases as the width

of the slot increases. This increase in stability is due to the decrease

in area on which the uplift acts. However, none of the sections tested

yielded both vertical and torsional stability.

Drag increases as the width of the slot decreasee. (Fig. 13c)
W

H-section with Center Slot and Fine. Two H—sections with a combi-

nation of a center slot and outside fine were tested with the hopes of

improving the aerodynamic stability. Results of these tests are shown

in Figs„ 14a, 14b and 146.
‘

The section with a d/b = 0.257, c«= d/2 (c = wtdth of a fin), and

s = b/7 (s = width of center slot) shows vertical stability over the

range from +120 to -120. (Fig. 14b) The slope of the torque curve (Fig. 14a)

for this section is positive except from -40 to +4o, where the slope remaine

zero. Therefore, with damping present, this section could be safely termed

aerodynamically stable, both torsionally and vertically.

H—section with Lateral Slots. The results of the tests on H•sections
* with openings between the deck and girders is shown in Flgs. 15a, 15b, l5c

and 15d. Increasing these openingw in the torsionally unstable H—section

of d/b = 0.15 tends to decrease the intensity of instability. Likewise,

the vertical stability of the H—sect1on is decreaeed by these openings.
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Bridge sections of d/b = 0.30 are neutralized torsionally by these

slots. (Fig. 15b} Although this section is still vertically unstable,

the openings decrease the instability.

Static drag is effected very slightly by these slots. (Fig. 15d)

H-section with Lateral Slots and Fins. Cantilevering the side-

walk outside of a girder H·section with lateral slots yields the results

shown in Figs. 16a, l6b and l6c. (

None of the sections tested yielded both torsional and vertical sta-

bility over the entire range. Adding the fins to the H-section with lat-

eral slots inoreases toreional stability, but does not materially effect

the verticalstability.Adding

fins and lateral slots deoreases the drag on the section.

(Fig. 160)

The static torque and lift curves of an H-section of d/b = 0.15 are

compared with the same section having slots and fins in Figs. 17a and17b.‘

This torsionally unstable H-section is neutralized by fine and lateral

slots, but remains vertically stable, except in the range from -4° to +40,

where it is

neutral.H-sectionwith Grid Deck. H-sections with a grid deck were tested

with the hopes of improving torsional stability. Results of these tests

are shown in Figs. 18a, l8b and l8o.

Fig. l8a shows that a grid deck with 33% openings failed to alter

materially the slope of the torque curves. These sections remained un-

stable torsionally. On the other hand, the grid deck tends to make the

lift ourves for this section neutral, as seen in Fig. 18b.

_ An interesting phenomenon occurs in connection with the drag curves
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for these sections. (Fig. l8c) A section with a grid deck actually has

a greater drag coefficient than the corresponding H—section with a solid

deck. The solid deck causes a deflection and shielding of the airstream,

which prevents the formation of a region of negative pressure behind the

leeward face of the leading girder. This region of negative pressure,

which contributes to the drag, increases as the amount of openings in

the floor increase.

H—section without Deck. In order to determine the effect on

aerodynamic stability of girders acting alone, an H·section without

deck was tested with the results shown in Figs. 19a, 19b and 19c„

Torque curves for this section vary from stability to instability

as shown in Fig. 19a; however, the degree of stability of instability

is very slight. ·

As can be seen from the lift curves in Fig. l9b, the girders alone

are actually unstable. Since the leading face of each girder is sloped

with respect to the wind, the resultant wind on this face will be normal

to the surface. This resultant is in a direction that will increase the

amplitude of the oscillation; hence, the section is unstable. As the A

depth of the girder increases, vertical instability is intensified.

Fig. 19e shows a further increase in the drag coefficient over that

given by the grid deck section, which supports the explanation for this

increase in drag given for the previous section. For a section ratio of

0.30, the drag is actually a maximum in the region near 00. The expla-

nation for this phenomenon is that the region of negative pressure be-

' hind each girder is progressively destroyed as the angle of attack increases

„ from zero. This is due to the wind slipping behind the girders, whenever
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the girders become inclined to the wind.

Deck Girder Section with Fine. Fine on a deck girder section cf d/b

= 0.20 increase the range of toreional stability from -l2° to -2° to a

range from -120 to +2°. (Fig. 20a) The vertical lift curve remains prac-

tically the same, except for a slight shift of the curve to the left. (Fig.

20b) Static drag for deck girder sections, as seen in Fig. 20c, is de-

creased by adding fine.

C. Pressure Distribution Tests

Aerodynamic characterietics of deck and H girder sections were also

determined from pressure distribution teste. The location and direction

' of the resultant pressure accurately determine toreional and vertical

stability or instability.

A downward motion of the section produoes a relatively upward wind.

If the resultant pressure is upward the section is vertically stable. A

counter-clockwiee rotation of the section producee a relatively upward

wind at the leading girder. The section is torsionally stable if the _

resultant pressure is uoward and to the left of the center line.
/ H-sections. Pressure distribution curves for H-sections with an

angle of attack of +40, +8° and
+120 are shown in Figs. 21a, 21b and 21c,

respectively. V

A flat plate (d/b = 0) is both vertically and toreionally stable

because its resultant pressure acts upward and to the left of the center

line for all angles of attack. The sections of d/b = 0.15 and 0.20 have

resultant pressures acting apward but to the right of the center line,

showing vertical stability and toreional instability over the entire
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range. At +4° and +l2°, the sections of d/b ¤ 0.24 and 0.25 also have

their resultants acting upward and to the right of the center line. How-

ever, at +8°, these sections tend to be vertically neutral, since the

downwerd pressure almost equals the upward pressure. The resultants of

these two pressures produoe a counter-clockwise torque making the sections

torsionally unstable. Because of their greater girder depth, the sections

of d/b = 0.30 and 0.35 are both vertically and toreionally unstable having

the resultant pressure acting downward and to the left at +4°, +8O and

+12o. 'The section of d/b ¤ 0.30 has its resultant upward and to the right

at +12o; while the section of d/b = 0.35 has its resultant to the right

but downward.”

These results are in agreement with the static lift and torque curves

in most cases (particularly for sections with low d/b ratlos). The dis-

crepancies are due to the pressure on the girders which was not measured.

Deck Girder Sections. The pressure curves for a section of d/b ¤ 0.15
are shown in Fig. 22a. At +l2°, +80 and OO,

the resultant is upward and

to the right denoting vertical stability and torsional instability; while

at +4°, it is upward, but to the left showing both toreional and vertical

stability. When the angle of attack ie -4°, ·8° and -l2°, the resultant

is downward and to the right, again showing vertical stability and torsion·

al instability.
g

Fig. 22b shows the pressure distribution on a eection of d/b ¤ 0.30.

At -4o and 00, the resultant is upward and to the left showing vertical

and toreional instability. The resultant pressure at -B° and -120 ie down-

ward, and to the right denoting vertical stability and torsional instabil-
lty. The test results also show vertical and torsional instability at +4°,
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+80
and +120, since the resultant is downward and to the left.

Since the pressure distribution on the girders was not measured, these

tests yield a few differences when compared with the static wind~tunne1 tests.

goto: One of the principal uses of pressure distribution curves is

in providing information for the integration to determine the

effect of phase difference noted in section D—5.

In this regard, the low values of angle of attack are most

useful, hence the contribution of the girders (and hence, a dis-

crepancy) is small.

D. Static Wind Forces

Although this research primarily deals with the aerodynamic problem,

the results may also be applied to the aerostatic problem.

The American Railway Engineering Association's Specifications for

Steel Bridges (1946} states: "On the bridge it (horizontal wind? shall

be taken at 50 lb. per sq. ft. of the following surfaces: (a) For girder

spans, one and one—half times the vertical >rojection of the span." No

mention is made of the vertical lift force.

Horizontal wind Force on H-sections. The static drag on H—secti«ns

has been converted to horizontal pressure in pounds per square foot of

one gdrder and plotted against section ratios for angles of attack of OO,

4c, 80
and 120. As seen in Fig. 25, the actual horizontal wind force may

be two or three times that specified, particularly at low values of d/b.

The drag force also increases as the angle of attack increases.

Vertical Lift Force on H—sections. After converting vertical lift
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to pounds per square foot for a 100 m.p.h„ wind, the results were plotted

against d/b for angles of attack of 40, 80 and 12o. (Fig. 24) This vertical

force may be as high as 40 pounds per square foot for sections of low see-

tion ratios. Combined with a large eccentricity, this uplift force (neg-

leeted in specifications) may produce an overturning moment large enough

for failure.

Ratio of Lift to Drag. Fige 25 shows the ratio of vertical lift to

horizontal drag (cL/cp) plotted against section ratios for 4°, 80 and l2°.

Since these curves are close together, the mean has been plotted. This

curve shows that the lift, which has been omitted in the specifications,

may be three or four times the actual horizontal force.

Es Recommendations

Wind tunnels have been used for many years by aeronautical engineers

for the study of air flow. However, the structural engineer has over•

looked a wonderful opportunity to study wind pressures and to improve

existing specifieations. Since the failure of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge,

a few wind—tunnel tests have been made on bridge models. However, there .

is still much to be learned about aerostatic and aerodynamic characteristics

· of bridge sections. Further tests may discover stable cross sections in
ß

addition to those found in this investigation.

Tests on oscillating section models are also needed to give additional
Q

information and to verify the numerical coefficients found by the writers.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this investigation can be summarized by the following

concluslons:

1. All H-sections with d/b > 0.075 are torslonally unstable, and, with

d/b < 0.075, torsionally stable. The H-section with d/b = 0.25 ls vertlcally

neutral; while, H-sections with d/b > 0.25 are verticelly unstable and, with

d/b < 0.25, vertlcally stable. Therefore, glrder H-sections are unstable

either torsionally or vertlcally when the section ratio ls greater than

0.075. Several of the glrder H-section bridges in actual use today are

aerodynamically unstable for they have section ratlos greater than 0.075.

~ 2. Deck glrder sections have essentially the same lift curves as the

H-sections; however, the torque curves undergo a sllght modification. None
l

of the sections tested ylslded torsional stability over the entire range.

3. Truss H-sections are stable both torslonally and vertlcally in the

range of +6° end -60. Therefore, brldges of truss stlffened half·through

· sections are considered safe, for structural and atmospheric damplng should

prevent oscillations at the large angles of attack. The proposed new de-

sign of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge utllizes trusses instead of the previous

glrders.

4. Static lift curves for deck truss sections show vertical stabillty

over most of the range, but the torque curves show stability only over the

range of —6° to +6O.

5. An H-section used in tandem improves torsional stabllity over that

given by the single H-section. On the other hand. vertical stabllity is

decreased as the gap of the double H·section lncreases. None of the double
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H-sections tested yields both torsional and vertical stabillty over the

entire range. Drag decreaees as the width cf the gap lncreases.
I

6. Addition of fine to an H~scotion lmproves torslonal stabllity but

does not materlally change the lift eurvee. The section with d/b ¤ 0.15 ‘

and c/d = 1.0 was vertieally and torslonally stable over the entire range.

Pins equal to the depth of the girders would have convertcd the Tacoma

Iarrows Bridge into an aerodynanieally stable section.

7. Introducing a center slot in the roadway of an H·seetion inproves

vertical stability but inoreases torsional instablllty.
ü 8, An H—section with a center slot and outside fine (d/b ¤ 0.257,

s¤¤ b/7, o = d/2) ls both verticlly and torslcnally stable.

9. The introduction of lateral slots to an H·seetion dsereaeee tor-

sional instabllity. As these lateral slots increase, the lift curves tend

to beeoae neutral.

10. The tests on H—sections with lateral slots and fins failed to yield

a completely stable section. However, the section with d/b = 0.15 and s/d-

o/d ¤ 0.5 is almost neutral, both torsionally and vertieally, and would be
4

aerodynaaically stable with structural and atnespheric daaping present.

ll. lntrodueing 53% openings ln the decke of H-sections falls to alter

materially the torque curves but tcnds tc neutralisc the lift curvee. Drag

increases ae the pereentage of openiage in the deck tncrcases.
1

12. Gdrdcrs acting alone arc unstable vcrtically. Drag for the H-sec-

tion without deck ie greater than the drag for the grid floor H-section.
’

15. Addition of fine to a desk girdcr section falls to alter the basic

characterietloe of the section.

14. The pressure distribution tests eonfireed the results obtained from
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the static wind-tunnel tests.
15„ The present epeeifieations need to be rnodified to include the effeete

of the vertieal vind force and the inereased horizontal force.
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VI. SUMMLRY

The aerodynamic characteristics of bridge sections can be determined

by simple wind-tunnel tests. These characteristics can then be used to

determine the lift force and overturning moment on any bridge section

without large scale model tests. Also, the slope of the lift and torque

curves obtained in these tests determine the aerodynamio etability or

instability of the bridge section.

Our proble was to determine the aerodynamio sharacteristics of typi-

cal bridge sections and attempt to find aerodynamieally stable sections.

The lift, torque and drag eurvee were obtained by holding the model sta-

tionary at different angles of attack in the wind-tunnel. The results ob-

tained from these tests were confirmed by pressure distribution tests. In

these tests the model was held staticnary in the air stream, while pressure

was measured by manometer readings at eleven points across the desk.

Results of this investigation show that girder sections with deck at

mid—height or flush are unstable except for low d/b ratios. Sections that

yield both torsional and vertical stability are truss sections, an H-section

with center slot and fins, and an H—section with fins. _0ther modifications

cf sections furnish curves which indieate neutrality. These sections can be

used then sufficient damping is present. This investigation also shows that

present wind-load specifications are inadequate and need to be revised.
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